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Germ granuleAscidian postplasmic/PEM RNAs constitute a large class of cortical maternal RNAs which include
developmental determinants (macho-1 and pem-1). We have analyzed the localization, cortical anchorage
and cell type segregation of postplasmic/PEM RNAs in Ciona intestinalis and Phallusia mammillata using
very high-resolution ﬂuorescent in situ hybridization. We also compared RNAs extracted from whole
oocytes and from isolated cortices using microarrays and localized RNAs possessing clusters of xCACx
motifs in their 3′UTRs.
Based on these combined approaches we conclude that: (1) the vast majority of the 39 postplasmic/
PEM RNAs (including vasa) are localized in the egg cortex. (2) Many postplasmic/PEM RNAs 3′UTR are
enriched in xCACx motifs, allowing us to identify 2 novel postplasmic/PEM RNAs (PSD and MnK). (3)
Postplasmic/PEM RNAs anchored to cortical Endoplasmic Reticulum (cER) and those associated with
granules have different cell destinations.
We propose that there are 2 distinct categories of postplasmic/PEM RNAs on the basis of their cortical
anchorages and cell destinations: (1) macho-1-like postplasmic/PEM RNAs anchored to cER which
segregate into somatic B8.11 cells. (2) vasa-like postplasmic/PEM RNAs associated with granules which in
addition to B8.11 cells segregate into B8.12 germ cells.
© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.Introduction
Cortical RNAs localized at the poles of oocytes and embryos of
insects, amphibians, ascidians and a hydrozoan are considered to be
essential axial and tissue determinants (King et al., 2005;Momose and
Houliston, 2007; St Johnston, 2005). Similarly in yeast, plants and
somatic animal cells, cortical RNAs have been identiﬁed which play
key roles in fate determination or organization and plasticity of the
cell periphery (Gerst, 2008; Kiebler and DesGroseillers, 2000; Okita
and Choi, 2002). Messenger RNAs transcribed, spliced and packaged
in the nucleus localize in the cytoplasm in a series of steps which
depend on a large array of RNA binding proteins as well as
cytoskeletal motors, microﬁlaments and microtubules (Kloc et al.,
2002b; St Johnston, 2005). More recently membrane trafﬁcking and
attachment of RNAs to organelles or their sub-regions such as the
Cortical Endoplasmic Reticulum (cER) have been shown to be
important in the localization of RNAs (Gerst, 2008). In ascidian
oocytes and in budding yeast, high-resolution imaging on isolatedll rights reserved.cortices and whole cell preparations has shown that cortical RNAs
involved in fate determination (macho-1, ASH1) are localized to a sub-
region of the cortical endoplasmic reticulum (Prodon et al., 2005;
Sardet et al., 2003; Schmid et al., 2006) and that these cortical RNAs
follow the cER movement during their localization. We have named
this cortical region the cER-mRNA domain. Ascidian oocytes and
embryos are a well-suited model to understand anchorage of RNAs to
subcellular structures because speciﬁc RNAs remain attached to
cortical fragments isolated from oocytes, zygotes and embryos
(Prodon et al., 2005; Sardet et al., 2003; 1992).
Ascidians (tunicate/urochordate) such as Ciona intestinalis are
sessile marine organisms considered to be the closest invertebrate
ancestor of the vertebrates (Delsuc et al., 2006). They develop
overnight into a simple tadpole made of 6 tissues and less than
3000 cells (Satoh, 2003). Ascidians undergo a typical “mosaic” type of
development in which well-deﬁned peripheral regions of the eggs
and early embryos contain determinants for tissues such as muscle,
endoderm, or epidermis (Kumano and Nishida, 2007; Nishida, 2005).
Determinants for morphogenetic processes such as unequal cleavage
and gastrulation are also localized in the zygote. The determinants for
muscle and unequal cleavage have been identiﬁed in the ascidian
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cortical RNAs macho-1 and pem-1 (Negishi et al., 2007; Nishida and
Sawada, 2001; Satou et al., 2002; Yoshida et al., 1996).
macho-1 and pem-1 are essential for patterning the posterior pole
of the embryo, and belong to a large family of cortically localized RNAs
called postplasmic/PEM RNAs (Prodon et al., 2007; Yamada, 2006).
Maternal postplasmic/PEM RNAs accumulate in the posterior region
or PVC (Posterior Vegetal Cortex and cytoplasm) of the zygote and
embryo. Postplasmic/PEM RNAs appear as a characteristic Posterior
End Mark in the cortex of the 2 posterior vegetal blastomeres (called
B4.1) at the 8 cell stage and accumulate in a multilayered cortical
structure called the CAB (Centrosome Attracting Body) (Nishikata et
al., 1999; Prodon et al., 2005). This macroscopic structure is made of
the compacted cER-mRNA domain and entrapped granular material
overlaying a PAR polarity protein-rich layer lining the plasma
membrane (Patalano et al., 2006).
The list of known postplasmic/PEM RNAs has grown in recent years
due to the systematic use of in situ hybridization localizations and
analysis of microarrays to compare RNAs extracted from B4.1
posterior vegetal blastomeres with those present in other blastomeres
(Yamada et al., 2005). Intra and cross species injections of RNAs or
their sub-regions indicate that the cortical localization signals are
situated in the non-coding 3′UTR regions of postplasmic/PEM RNAs
(Sasakura and Makabe, 2002; Yamada, 2006). It must be noted
however that 3′UTR regions of homologue postplasmic/PEM RNAs
greatly differ between different species of ascidians although the
presence of CAC repeats in the 3′UTR region appears to be a shared
feature of many RNAs localized in the cortex of chordates (ascidians
and Xenopus) (Betley et al., 2002; Sardet et al., 2005; Yamada, 2006).
This feature has been used to ﬁnd novel vegetally localized RNAs in
Xenopus oocytes (Betley et al., 2002).
37 postplasmic/PEM RNAs have been identiﬁed to date in C.
intestinalis, of which 20 are also known in Ciona savignyi and 8 in H.
roretzi. Although some postplasmic/PEM RNAs may be unique to the
different species (such as Hr-Pet-3 which is found localized only in H.
roretzi) (Sasakura et al., 2000; Yamada, 2006), macho-1 and vasa are
found to be localized in the posterior pole of embryos of all solitary or
colonial ascidian species examined to date (C. intestinalis and C.
savignyi, H. roretzi, Phallusia mammillata, Molgula tectiformis, Boltenia
villosa) (Brown and Swalla, 2007; Gyoja, 2006; Nakamura et al., 2003;
Prodon et al., 2009; 2007; Yamada, 2006).
Based on apparent differences in their localization patterns in
oocytes, zygotes and early embryos twomain classes (types I and II) of
maternal postplasmic/PEM RNAs have been deﬁned (Prodon et al.,
2007; Sasakura et al., 2000). Type I postplasmic/PEMRNAs are detected
as a thin cortical layer in the vegetal region of unfertilized oocytes
while type II postplasmic/PEM RNAs progressively accumulate in the
posterior pole of the zygote and embryo. Most Ciona postplasmic/PEM
RNAs are classiﬁed as type I (Yamada, 2006). They include the
determinant pem-1 which is already localized in the cortex of GV
(Germinal Vesicle) stage oocytes and adopts a polarized distribution
during oocyte maturation (Prodon et al., 2006; 2008). There are many
fewer postplasmic/PEM of type II (Sasakura et al., 2000), and in C.
intestinalis, the vasa homologue (Ci-VH or Ci-vasa) has been con-
sidered the only typical type II postplasmic/PEM RNA (Fujimura and
Takamura, 2000). At the gastrula stage, vasa–a characteristic germ cell
marker–alongwith 9 other RNAs segregate into both B8.12 (germ line)
and sister B8.11 (somatic) lineages, whereas at least 18 postplasmic/
PEM RNAs (including macho-1 and pem-1) segregate only into B8.11
cells indicating that there may be as yet unrecognized differences in
their localization and/or anchoring mechanisms (Prodon et al., 2007;
Shirae-Kurabayashi et al., 2006; Yamada, 2006).
We have undertaken a reexamination of the localization of a large
number of postplasmic/PEM RNAs in eggs and embryos. Since the
classiﬁcation of postplasmic/PEM RNAs into type I and II mostly relies
on the sensitivity of detection of these RNAs localized as a layer lessthan a micron beneath the plasma membrane, we have examined the
localization of postplasmic/PEM RNAs in 2 ascidian species C.
intestinalis and P. mammillata. To improve detection and increase
the spatial resolution we have used very high-resolution localization
of RNAs in eggs and embryos and/or cortical fragments using
ﬂuorescent in situ hybridization coupled with labeling of cortical
structures. We have also compared RNAs extracted from whole
oocytes and from isolated cortices using microarray analysis. Finally
we have screened the C. intestinalis genome for the presence in 3′ UTR
regions of repeats containing the tri-nucleotide CAC motif (xCACx)
and veriﬁed the localization of xCACx-rich RNAs using in situ
hybridization. Appling this strategy to the C. intestinalis genome we
were able to ﬁnd two new postplasmic/PEM RNAs.
We conclude that xCACx-rich postplasmic/PEM RNAs can be
divided into at least 2 categories based on their cortical anchorage:
to cER or to granules. We observe that both cER and granules remain
associated in a compacted CAB structure during the unequal posterior
cleavages that occur between the 8 to 64 cell stages. Our observations
suggest that at gastrulation, when an additional unequal cleavage
partitions postplasmic/PEM RNAs into germ and/or somatic cell lines,
postplasmic/PEM RNAs associatedwith the cER-mRNA domain remain
in the somatic B8.11 cells while granules (putative germ granules)
containing a different set of postplasmic/PEM RNAs also go into B8.12
blastomeres precursor of Primordial Germ Cells (PGCs).
It is possible that our observations in ascidian, an ancestral
chordate which strongly suggest that xCACx-rich RNAs localization/
anchorage in the cortex and somatic/germ cell fates are related, may
be extended to higher chordates such as amphibians and ﬁshes.
Indeed, in Xenopus oocyte, xCACx-rich RNAs associated with vegetal
cortical regions rich in endoplasmic reticulum and germ granules are
segregated in somatic or germ cells (Betley et al., 2002; Chang et al.,
2004; Deshler et al., 1998; 1997; King et al., 2005) and in early
embryos of zebraﬁsh vasa RNA localized to the cleavage planes
contains xCACx repeats and is segregated in PGCs (Betley et al., 2002;
Knaut et al., 2000; Yoon et al., 1997).
Materials and methods
Animal handling
P. mammillata were collected near Sete, France. Their abundant
and transparent eggs were handled as described previously (Sardet et
al., 1992) and Biomarcell web site (http://biodev.obs-vlfr.fr/
recherche/biomarcell/). C. intestinalis were collected at the Marine
Biological Station of Roscoff, France. Eggs were handled as described
previously (Prodon et al., 2005). For artiﬁcial activation, oocytes were
washed in calcium free artiﬁcial sea water (480 mM NaCl/9.4 mM
KCl/23.6 mM EGTA, Ph8) and activated by adding ionomycin (5 μM,
Calbiochem) for 5 min before ﬁxation.
Postplasmic/PEM RNAs cloning and RNA probe preparations
Postplasmic/PEM RNAs are named according to Prodon 2007
(Prodon et al., 2007).
Pm-macho-1, Pm-pem-1, Pm-vasa, Pm-pem-3 and Pm-POPK-1were
cloned as other Phallusia genes (Patalano et al., 2006). Full-length
clone sequences are deposited in GenBank at the following accession
numbers: Pm-macho-1 (EU925139), Pm-pem-1 (GQ418163), Pm-vasa
(GQ418162), Pm-pem-3 (GQ418164) and Pm-POPK-1 (GQ418165).
Ciona cDNA clones were obtained using the Ciona genes collection
(Satou et al., 2005) or obtained directly from the N. Satoh laboratory.
Antisense RNA probes were prepared using linearized vectors.
Transcription was performed using RNA polymerases with DIG RNA
Labeling mix (Roche), followed by digestion with DNAse and
puriﬁcation on ProbeQuant G50 column (Amersham). Sense RNA
probes were used as controls.
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For in situ hybridization, whole eggs and embryos were ﬁxed in
100 mMMOPS pH 7.6/0.5 M NaCl/4% formaldehyde Over Night (ON)
at 4 °C and then washed in PBS, dehydrated in ethanol and stored at
−20 °C.
For in situ hybridization on isolated cortices, cortical fragments
were prepared on glass coverslips using BufferX as described (Prodon
et al., 2005). They were processed rapidly in isotonic CIM ﬁxative
(containing 3.7 % formaldehyde, 0.1% glutaraldehyde) for 1 h and
washed in PBS.
In situ hybridization on whole eggs and embryos
Eggs and embryos were processed according to Prodon et al.
(2005) with modiﬁcations. Eggs and embryos were re-hydrated in
PBS/0.1% Tween (PBS Tw), incubated with 2 μg/ml proteinase K for
25 min at Room Temperature (RT), washed and post-ﬁxed in 4%
formaldehyde/PBS and washed again. Embryos were next incubated
in 1:1 PBS/hybridization buffer for 10 min at RT, followed by
10 min incubation in hybridization buffer at RT and 1 h at 65 °C.
Hybridizations were performed at 65 °C for 16h in hybridization
buffer (50% formamide/6× SSC/5× Denhardts solution/1 mg/ml
yeast RNA/0.1% Tween) containing the RNA probes (0.5 ng/μl).
After hybridization, embryos were washed sequentially in 50%
formamide/5× SSC/1% SDS (30 min, 2 times at 65 °C), in 50%
formamide/2× SSC/1% SDS (15 min, 2 times at 65 °C), in 2× SSC/
0.1% Tween (15 min, 2 times at 65 °C), in 0.2× SSC/0.1% Tween
(15 min, 2 times at 65 °C), and then washed in PBS Tw. Embryos
were next incubated in blocking buffer (Roche) for 30 min at RT
and incubated ON at 4 °C in blocking buffer containing anti-DIG HRP
antibody or anti-DIG AP antibody (Roche). After incubation,
embryos were washed in PBS Tw. For NBT/BCIP (Roche) and TSA
(Molecular Probe) detections, embryos were washed 1 time with
NBT/BCIP buffer (100 mM Tris pH 9.5/50 mM MgCl2/100 mM
NaCl/0.1% Tween) or TSA buffer (Molecular Probe), detected,
washed and mounted in Citiﬂuor AF1 (EML).
For simultaneous visualizations of RNAs and mitochondria,
embryos treated for in situ hybridization as described above were
then immuno-labelled with NN18 antibody (Sigma). DNA was
labelled with Hoechst 33342 (Sigma) in PBS for 15 min. Confocal
images were acquired using a Leica SP2 microscope and a 63× oil
objective.
In situ hybridization on isolated cortices
The protocol used for cortices does not make use of solvent or
detergent extraction and is derived from Sardet 2003 (Sardet et al.,
2003) with modiﬁcations. Endoplasmic reticulum was labelled for
1 min in live cortices before ﬁxation with ﬁxable CM-DiI (C16)3
(Molecular Probe) emulsiﬁed in BufferX, then washed in BufferX and
ﬁxed. Hybridization was done in a cortex hybridization buffer (50%
formamide/6× SSC/5× Denhardts solution/1 mg/ml yeast RNA) at
42 °C for 16 h, followed by sequential washes in 50% formamide/4×
SSC (30 min, 2 times at 45 °C), in 50% formamide/2× SSC (15 min, 2
times at 45 °C), in RNase A buffer (15min, 2 times at 37 °C), in RNAse A
at 20μg/ml in RNase A buffer (30 min, 2 times at 37 °C) , in RNase A
buffer (15min, at 37 °C), in 50% formamide/2× SSC (30 min, at 45 °C),
in 50% formamide/1× SSC (15 min, 2 times at 45 °C), in a 1:1 mix PBS
and 50% formamide/1× SSC at RT and ﬁnally washed in PBS and
blocked. Isolated corticeswere incubatedON at 4 °Cwith anti-DIGHRP
antibody and detected with TSA, washed and mounted. For simulta-
neous visualizations of RNAs and ribosomes, cortices treated as
described above for in situ localizations were immuno-labelled with
P-S6 235/236 antibody (Cell Signalling Technology). Confocal images
were acquired using a Leica SP2 microscope and a 63× oil objective.Microarray analyses
Microarray experiments and subsequent data analyses were
carried out as described previously (Yamada et al., 2005). Brieﬂy,
total RNA extracted from isolated cortices and whole embryos was
labeled with either Cyanine-3 CTP or Cyanine-5 CTP (Perkin-Elmer/
NEN Life Sci.) by two-round linear ampliﬁcation using a Low RNA
Input Fluorescent Linear Ampliﬁcation Kit (Agilent Tech.) as speciﬁed
by the manufacturer. A set of 1 μg ﬂuorescent-labeled cRNA targets
from each sample was assembled into a hybridization reaction on the
C. intestinalis Oligoarray ver. 2 (NCBI GEO accession no. GPL5576),
using in situ Hybridization Kit Plus (Agilent Tech.). Hybridized
microarrays were washed according to the manufacture's protocol
and then scanned on an Agilent Tech. G2565BA Microarray Scanner
System with SureScan technology. Signal scanning, image analysis,
and data extraction were analyzed using Feature Extraction 7.1
software. The raw data have been deposited in the GEO database
under the accession no. GSE15586 (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
geo/query/acc.cgi?token=prmnduiyakmggbk&acc=GSE15586).
Identiﬁcation of xCACx repeats in the 3′UTR regions
The 3′UTR of each Ensembl gene models (JGIv2, Ensembl release
40) were extracted and computed with REPFIND software (Betley et
al., 2002) in order to search for xCACx in 7 nucleotides max motif.
Only 3′UTR N 100 nucleotides and the best result for each 3′UTR were
kept for analysis.
The 3′UTR sequences were recomputed in Boston Bioinformatics
Unit and integrated in SIRF database website (http://deshlerlab2.bu.
edu/GeneFinder/index.aspx) for direct analysis of repeated motifs
and free access (Andken et al., 2007). Only sequences of cluster of
repeats that have the highest signiﬁcance (p-valueb1E-04) were
conserved.
Results
Postplasmic/PEM RNAs localization in eggs
Localization and anchorage of RNAs in the same cortical region
of eggs visualized at low resolution does not necessarily mean
these RNAs belong to the same localization/anchorage family.
Although more than 3 dozen postplasmic/PEM RNAs have now
been identiﬁed in C. intestinalis, it is still not clear how many
categories there are. We therefore reexamined preexisting
classiﬁcations.
Soon after the ﬁrst few postplasmic/PEM RNAs were discovered
in C. savignyi and C. intestinalis, and conﬁrmed in the Japanese
ascidian species H. roretzi, a classiﬁcation was proposed based on
their vegetal cortical localization in oocytes (type I) or their
progressive accumulation in the posterior pole (type II) of zygotes
and 2–8 cell embryos of Halocynthia (Sasakura et al., 2000).
However among the 3 type II postplasmic/PEM RNAs identiﬁed in
Halocynthia, two of them (Hr-pet-1 and Hr-pet-3) do not exhibit
the characteristic CAB localization in the cosmopolitan ascidian
species C. intestinalis, and the other (Hr-pet-2) has not been
examined in C. intestinalis (Yamada, 2006). Among the 37 post-
plasmic/PEM RNAs already identiﬁed in C. intestinalis, 23 are known
to be localized in the vegetal cortex of oocytes and could be
deﬁnitely classiﬁed as type I. Only one, Ci-vasa, has been considered
to be a type II postplasmic/PEM RNAs while 13 have not been
classiﬁed (Yamada, 2006).
We therefore re-examined the cortical localization of postplasmic/
PEM RNAs in C. intestinalis using ﬂuorescent in situ hybridization and
immuno-localization of mitochondria-rich myoplasm coupled with
confocal imaging to attain sensitive detection and the best possible
resolution (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1. C. intestinalis postplasmic/PEM RNAs are localized in the vegetal cortex of eggs. Postplasmic/PEM RNAs from C. intestinalis are enriched in the vegetal (a: animal; v: vegetal)
cortex of oocytes (NF: Non-Fertilized eggs, 4 arrowheads), in the contraction pole (CP: 3 arrowheads) of just-fertilized/activated eggs and in the centrosome attracting body (CAB: 2
arrowheads) of posterior blastomeres of 8–64 cell stage embryos. The Mitochondria (Mito)-rich subcortical myoplasm is labeled in magenta, the meiotic chromosomes (DNA) are in
blue and RNAs are in green. (A) Ci-pem-1 is a typical type I postplasmic/PEM RNA localized in non-fertilized eggs (Scale bar: 30 μm), contraction pole and CAB (Scale bar: 15 μm). (B,
C) Ci-pem-8 and Ci-ZF097, like Ci-pem-1, are detected in the vegetal cortex of non-fertilized eggs, in the contraction pole and in the CAB. (D–M) Just after fertilization/activation of
eggs, Ci-prep, Ci-prd-B, Ci-scalloped/tef1, Ci-nemo-Like, Ci-PTP-like, Ci-DPOZ, Ci-FLI/ERG4, Ci-foxJ2, Ci-ZF266 and Ci-vasa are all detected in the contraction pole. In 8–64 cell stage
embryos, these postplasmic/PEM RNAs are concentred in the CAB. (N) Example of a non-localized maternal RNA: Ci-znf043 (cieg068j05).
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postplasmic/PEM RNAs found in Halocynthia, Hr-GLUT (classiﬁed as
type I) (Nakamura et al., 2003) and Hr-pet-2 (classiﬁed as type II)
(Sasakura et al., 2000), which had not been characterized in C.
intestinalis. We identiﬁed Ci-GLUT as the Ciona gene coding for the
glucose transporter most closely related to Hr-GLUT (Figure S1-A) and
Ci-pet-2 as the Ciona gene coding for a member of the “Longevity
associated homologue” family most closely related to Hr-pet-2 (Figure
S2-A). Neither of these transcripts exhibited the characteristic post-
plasmic/PEM RNAs localization in the posterior CAB region of the
embryo (Figures S1-B and S2-B), suggesting that the cortical
localization of these transcripts is not a conserved feature between
Halocynthia and Ciona.
We further analyzed the localization of Ci-vasa (Fig. 1M) and 13
postplasmic/PEM RNAs (Fig. 1B to L, see Fig. 1N for a non-localized
maternal RNA) not previously detected in the vegetal cortex of
Ciona oocytes. Because it is easier to visualize cortical localization ofTable 1
Characteristics of Ciona intestinalis and Phallusia mammillata postplasmic/PEM RNAs.
Gene name (a) NF or CP
localization
Strongly enriched in oocyte
cortices (microarray)
B8, 11/B8,1
segregation
Ci-ZF1 + (a) no probe B8,11/B8,12
Ci-pem-11 + (a) + B8,11/B8,12
Ci-pem-3 + (a) + B8,11/B8,12
Ci-pem-7 + (a) + B8,11/B8,12
Ci-POPK-1 + (a) + B8,11/B8,12
Ci-GCNF + (a) B8,11/B8,12
Ci-midnolin + (a) B8,11/B8,12
Ci-pem-8 + + B8,11/B8,12
Ci-PTP-like + + B8,11/B8,12
Ci-vasa + B8,11/B8,12
Ci-MnK (new) + B8,11/B8,12
Ci-pem-10 + (a) no probe B8,11(a)
Ci-BL4/5-a + (a) + B8,11(a)
Ci-Dll-B + (a) + B8,11(a)
Ci-eph-1 + (a) + B8,11(a)
Ci-macho-1 + (a) + B8,11(a)
Ci-pem-1 + (a) + B8,11(a)
Ci-pem-12 + (a) + B8,11(a)
Ci-pem-14 + (a) + B8,11(a)
Ci-pem-2 + (a) + B8,11(a)
Ci-pen-1 + (a) + B8,11(a)
Ci-tolloid + (a) + B8,11(a)
Ci-ZF364 + (a) + B8,11(a)
Ci-eph-2 + (a) B8,11(a)
Ci-pem-13 + (a) B8,11(a)
Ci-rhoGAP-a + (a) B8,11(a)
Ci-wnt-5 + (a) B8,11(a)
Ci-DPOZ + + B8,11(a)
Ci-prd-B + B8,11(a)
Ci-ZF097 + B8,11(a)
Ci-PSD (new) + + B8,11
Ci-nemo-Like + + ?
Ci-ZF266 + + ?
Ci-FLI/ERG4 + ?
Ci-foxJ2 + ?
Ci-prep + ?
Ci-scalloped/tef1 + ?
Ci-LAG1-like3 ? ?
Ci-raf-1 ? ?
Gene name NF or CP localization Cortical anchorage B8,11/B8,12
Pm-macho-1 + cER B8,11
Pm-pem-1 + cER B8,11
Pm-pem-3 + Granules B8,11/B8,12
Pm-POPK-1 + Granules B8,11/B8,12
Pm-vasa + Granules B8,11/B8,12
NF: non-fertilized egg; CP: contraction pole; cER: cortical endoplasmic reticulum.
(a) From Prodon 2007 and Yamada 2006 (Prodon et al., 2007; Yamada, 2006).
(b) Repetitions which are clustered in 3′UTR and contain the tri-nucleotide motif xCACx (m
nucleotides (nt).
(c) Repetitions which are clustered in 3′UTR and contain the tri-nucleotide motif xCACx
nucleotides).postplasmic/PEM RNAs in the vegetal Contraction Poles (CP, Fig. 1A)
which form just after fertilization or artiﬁcial activation and
concentrate type I postplasmic/PEM RNAs, we carefully examined
CPs (Fig. 1 and Table 1) (Prodon et al., 2005; Roegiers et al., 1999).
We found that 2 postplasmic/PEM RNAs could be unambiguously
localized in the vegetal cortex of oocytes (Ci-pem-8 and Ci-ZF097,
Figs. 1B and C, “+” in Table 1) and 10 postplasmic/PEM RNAs could
be detected in the CP (including Ci-vasa, Figs. 1D to M, “+” in Table
1). We could not obtain a deﬁnitive answer for vegetal localization
of only 2 postplasmic/PEM RNAs (Ci-raf-1 and Ci-LAG1-like3, data
not shown), and we cannot say whether they are localized or
unlocalized for the moment (question mark in Table 1).
Among the 37 postplasmic/PEM RNAs identiﬁed in Ciona, 35 are
detected in the vegetal cortex of the oocyte or observed to be
concentrated in the CP within 5min of egg activation (Fig. 1 and Table
1). Therefore, the vast majority of postplasmic/PEM RNAs in C.
intestinalis should be classiﬁed as type I.2 Ensembl gene model xCACx
motif (b)
xCACx
p-value (b)
(a) no model no model no model
(a) no model no model no model
(a) ENSCING00000002603 TCCACA 1,40E-03
(a) no model no model no model
(a) no model no model no model
(a) ENSCING00000005163 CAC 7,82E-03
(a) ENSCING00000013146 CACTCA 4,59E-05
(a) ENSCING00000015663 CACCTCT 2,44E-03
(a) no model no model no model
(a) ENSCING00000001412 TACCACT 5,50E-03
ENSCING00000002198 TTTCAC 6,14E-05
ENSCING00000010611 CAC 1,13E-05
ENSCING00000003095 TCAC 5,08E-06
ENSCING00000004374 CAC 7,86E-03
ENSCING00000002625 TTCAC 1,09E-03
ENSCING00000007968 CGCACAT 7,50E-04
ENSCING00000005158 TCAC 4,25E-06
ENSCING00000009955 CAC 9,42E-04
ENSCING00000001845 transcript≤100nt transcript≤100nt
ENSCING00000008951 CACG 1,38E-03
ENSCING00000011573 GTCACT 3,68E-05
ENSCING00000003765 TTCAC 2,23E-06
ENSCING00000005345 transcript≤100nt transcript≤100nt
ENSCING00000003233 TGCACA 8,90E-02
ENSCING00000004336 transcript≤100nt transcript≤100nt
ENSCING00000000708 transcript≤100nt transcript≤100nt
ENSCING00000000407 GCAC 1,22E-05
ENSCING00000007673 transcript≤100nt transcript≤100nt
ENSCING00000012765 TCACAT 1,44E-07
ENSCING00000013736 ACACTTG 5,92E-03
ENSCING00000004847 CAC 4,66E-05
ENSCING00000005358 transcript≤100nt transcript≤100nt
ENSCING00000006930 TCAC 9,11E-03
ENSCING00000005134 CCACA 4,71E-06
ENSCING00000001086 AACACT 3,29E-04
no model no model no model
ENSCING00000002281 CACT 4,13E-03
ENSCING00000007135 transcript≤100nt transcript≤100nt
ENSCING00000003721 ACACACG 1,42E-02
segregation GenBank number xCACx motif (c) xCACx p-value (c)
EU925139 TCACT 1,14E-03
GQ418163 CAC 5,87E-03
GQ418164 CACCAA 4,10E-04
GQ418165 CACT 4,11E-04
GQ418162 CACT 6,15E-04
otif≤7 nucleotides). Based on Ensembl transcript models whose 3′UTR length is N100
(motif ≤7 nucleotides). Based on cloned P. mammillata cDNAs (3′UTR length N100
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analysis
Cortical anchorage is generally ill-deﬁned. It is often deduced
from studies where localization of RNAs in the cortex is perturbed
via disruption of microtubules and/or microﬁlaments and their
associated macromolecules (King et al., 2005; Kloc et al., 2002b; St
Johnston, 2005). We wanted to know which postplasmic/PEM RNAs
were most strongly attached to the cortical structures of the C.
intestinalis oocyte. Ascidians are exceptionally well-suited for
answering such a question because it is possible to isolate cortical
fragments from oocytes (Sardet et al., 1992). We have previously
shown that cortical fragments isolated from Ciona and Halocynthia
oocytes retain macho-1 and pem-1 via their attachment to the cER
network (Prodon et al., 2005; Sardet et al., 2003). Microarray
analysis offered an opportunity to examine which of the known
postplasmic/PEM RNAs were enriched in isolated cortices compared
with whole oocytes. We therefore extracted RNAs from a large
number of cortical fragments isolated from oocytes and compared
them with RNAs extracted from whole oocytes (Fig. 2A). We then
examined these RNAs using microarrays calibrated in our previous
analysis of RNAs enriched in the posterior vegetal blastomeres
(B4.1) into which postplasmic/PEM RNAs are segregated (Yamada
et al., 2005).
We classiﬁed the dye swap microarray results for each oligonu-
cleotide probe corresponding to postplasmic/PEM RNAs as: probes
showing cortical deviation (cortical/whole oocyte ratio ≥1.5 in both
dye swap experiments), and probes showing no cortical deviation
(with cortical/whole oocyte ratio b1.5 in both or each dye swap
experiment). We considered that postplasmic/PEM RNAs for which all
or most probes showed cortical deviation were strongly enriched in
oocyte cortices (Fig. 2B, “+” in Table 1 and Table S1). Using this
criterion, we observe that postplasmic/PEM RNAs classiﬁed as type I
such as Ci-pem-1, Ci-POPK-1, Ci-eph-1, Ci-BL4/5-a, Ci-pen-1, Ci-pem-2,
-3, -7, -11, -12, -14 and also Ci-macho-1, Ci-DII-B, Ci-tolloid, Ci-ZF364
are strongly enriched in cortices isolated from Ciona oocyte. Post-
plasmic/PEM RNAswhich have not previously been classiﬁed (Ci-pem-
8, Ci-PTP-like, Ci-nemo-Like, Ci-ZF266 and Ci-DPOZ) are also clearly
enriched in isolated oocyte cortices. In contrast other postplasmic/
PEM RNAs such as Ci-pem-13, Ci-GCNF and Ci-vasa do not seem
enriched in cortical fragments.Fig. 2. Cortical anchorage of postplasmic/PEM RNAs assessed using microarray analysis. (A)
fragments (cortex) or RNAs extracted from non-fertilized eggs (NF) using Cy5 and Cy3 dye
intensity ratios using RNAs extracted from isolated cortical fragments (cortex) or RNAs extra
deviation. Red spots show examples of probes corresponding to known postplasmic/PEM geThese observations indicate that 15 postplasmic/PEM RNAs
previously classiﬁed as type I are anchored and enriched in isolated
cortical fragments (Table 1 and Table S1) while 6 other type I
postplasmic/PEM RNAs do not seem to be particularly enriched in
isolated cortical fragments. This may mean that either these RNAs
are not strongly anchored to the isolated cortical fragments or that
these RNAs are present at the same time in the cell cortex and in
the cytoplasm of the oocytes. Our observations suggest that 5
postplasmic/PEM RNAs not yet classiﬁed (Ci-pem-8, Ci-PTP-like, Ci-
nemo-Like, Ci-ZF266 and Ci-DPOZ) appear anchored and enriched in
the isolated oocyte cortex and may be added to the list of type I
postplasmic/PEM RNAs.
A 3′ UTR signature for many postplasmic/PEM RNAs reveals
new members
Whether there are common “codes” in the sequence of maternal
RNAs which localize and anchor in the cortex of oocytes of organisms
as different as Clytia, Drosophila, Xenopus and several ascidians
remains an open and important question. Many RNAs localized in
the vegetal cortex of Xenopus oocytes (including Vg1 and Xcat-2)
(King et al., 2005) possess localization elements in their 3′UTR which
are characterized by clusters of repetitions that contain the tri-
nucleotide motif CAC (called here “xCACx repeats”) (Betley et al.,
2002). In Xenopus this feature has been successfully used to predict
new vegetally localized RNAs. The study also reported that the 3′UTR
of Hr-macho-1 contained such xCACx repeats and was able to localize
when injected in Xenopus oocytes (Betley et al., 2002), and we
previously noticed that many postplasmic/PEM RNAs contain repeats
of CAC in their 3′UTR (Sardet et al., 2005; Yamada, 2006).
We extended this analysis to determine if, as in Xenopus, clusters
of xCACx repeats are a representative feature of cortically localized
RNAs compared to other Ciona transcripts. We searched the C.
intestinalis genome for transcripts containing such repeats in their 3′
UTR. We extracted 3′UTRs for all Ensembl transcript models with a
length superior to 100 nucleotides. Using the REPFIND software
(Betley et al., 2002), we searched for the most signiﬁcant clusters of 3
to 7 nucleotide repeats containing the xCACx motif (signiﬁcance/p-
value represents the probability of ﬁnding a cluster of xCACx within
the nucleotide sequence). When different transcript models corre-
sponded to the same gene, we chose the lowest xCACx p-valueExperimental design for microarray analyses of RNAs extracted from isolated cortical
s. (B) Scatter plots of the microarray analyses (dye-swap arrays). Comparison of signal
cted from oocytes (NF). Colored spots (red and blue) represent probes showing cortical
nes.
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models.
As shown in Fig. 3A, the vast majority of Ciona genes have
transcripts with low signiﬁcant xCACx repeats (p-value ≥1E-04),
indicating that highly signiﬁcant xCACx repeats in 3′UTR regions (p-
value b1E-04) are a rare feature in Ciona. In contrast, when we
examined xCACx repeats in the 3′UTR of postplasmic/PEM RNAs (26
transcripts including the 2 new postplasmic/PEM RNAs found: seeFig. 3. The presence of highly signiﬁcant 3′UTR xCACx repeats (p-value b1E-04) is a chara
processed using REPFIND software in order to search for xCACx repeats. As shown in A (yello
number decreases when the p-value decreases, indicating that xCACx repeats in 3′UTR regio
RNAs among transcripts (blue bars) increases with the signiﬁcance of xCACx repeats (p-v
(0.39%) of total Ciona transcripts (in yellow). Filtering the Ciona genome for transcripts with
the transcripts) can be used to enrich for postplasmic/PEM RNAs (in blue). Postplasmic/PEM
allows the identiﬁcation of 2 new postplasmic/PEM RNAs in ascidians (arrowheads). Ci-PSD
situ hybridization; D and F: ﬂuorescent in situ hybridization). Ci-PSD (D) is segregated only
cells. Note that Ci-MnK is also zygotically expressed in the nervous system (dorsal side of tfurther), we observed that postplasmic/PEM RNAs represented a high
proportion of transcripts with such repeats (p-value b1E-04).
This indicates that highly signiﬁcant xCACx repeats are a
characteristic of many postplasmic/PEM RNAs. Since postplasmic/
PEM RNAs correspond to a very small portion (0.39%) of Ciona whole
transcripts, “ﬁltering” the Ciona genome for transcripts with highly
signiﬁcant xCACx repeats (p-value b1E-04) can be used to select
postplasmic/PEM RNAs (Fig. 3B, 110 transcripts comprising 11cteristic feature of many postplasmic/PEM RNAs. (A) 3′UTR of Ciona transcripts were
w area), most Ciona transcripts have low signiﬁcant xCACx (p-value≥1E-04) and their
ns are a rare feature of Ciona transcripts. In contrast, the proportion of postplasmic/PEM
alueb1E-04). (B) Postplasmic/PEM RNAs (in blue) correspond to a very small portion
highly signiﬁcant xCACx repeats (p-valueb1E-04, in orange, corresponding to 1.67% of
RNAs correspond to 10% of the transcripts with a p-valueb1E-04. (C–F) This approach
and Ci-MnK are enriched in contraction poles (CP) and in CAB (C and E: colorimetric in
in the B8.11 cells in tailbud tail whereas Ci-MnK (F) is segregated in both B8.11/B8.12
he tail).
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tions besides xCACx which characterized postplasmic/PEM RNAs since
“ﬁltering” the Ciona genome for all repeats (xNNNx) or for xGTGx
repeats yielded, respectively, a large number of transcripts (1604) and
a small number of transcripts (97) including a small proportion of
postplasmic/PEM RNAs (0.87% and 2.06%, data not shown).
The SIRF database contains scores for repetitions of motifs in
transcriptomes of various chordates (Andken et al., 2007). It allows
the automatic identiﬁcation of nucleotide repeats in 3′UTR regions of
RNAs from various chordate species. This database has been used
successfully to ﬁnd localized RNAs in neurons which contained xCACx
and xCAGx repeats in their 3′UTR. In agreement with the authors, we
have now included Ciona 3′UTR models in the SIRF database.
Since highly signiﬁcant xCACx repeats in the 3′ UTR regions of
Ciona transcripts (p-valueb1E-04) can be used to characterize
many of the postplasmic/PEM RNAs (Fig. 3B), we used this
signature to try to ﬁnd new postplasmic/PEM RNAs in Ciona. We
therefore examined the localization of the transcripts containing
highly signiﬁcant xCACx repeats (p-valueb1E-04, Fig. 3B and Table
S2) in 8 to 32 cell stage embryos using in situ hybridization. Using
this strategy we found 2 new postplasmic/PEM RNAs. These new
postplasmic/PEM RNAs, Ci-PSD (Fig. 3C) and Ci-MnK (Fig. 3E),
code, respectively, for a Pleckstrin Sec7 Domain protein (PSD) and
MAPK-iNteracting protein Kinase (MnK). Both novel postplasmic/PEM
RNAs are clearly localized in the contraction pole of just-fertilized
oocytes and in the CAB (Figs. 3D and F).
Cell type segregations of postplasmic/PEM RNAs
It has been observed that different maternal RNAs localized in the
same region of the oocyte cortex are subjected to reorganizations after
maturation and/or fertilization and may segregate in different
blastomeres (Amiel and Houliston, 2009; King et al., 2005; Momose
and Houliston, 2007; Prodon et al., 2007). Since most if not all
maternal postplasmic/PEM RNAs in C. intestinalis classify as cortically
localized in egg (type I), other criteria based on their localization in
different cell types may be used to categorize postplasmic/PEM RNAs.
Previous analyses have shown that many postplasmic/PEM RNAs
(including Ci-macho1 and Ci-pem-1) segregated only into B8.11
(somatic) cells while others (including Ci-vasa) were found in both
B8.11 and B8.12 (germ cell) blastomeres of C. intestinalis and C.Fig. 4. Example of postplasmic/PEM RNAs segregation into B8.11 (somatic) or B8.11 and B8.1
segregated in B8.11 (somatic) cells in the posterior region of the neurula and in the ventra
staining. (B) Ci-pem-8 is segregated in B8.11 (somatic) cells and B8.12 (germinal) cells in the
neurula are shown. In tailbud, Ci-pem-8 is detected in both B8.11/B8.12 cells in the ventralsavignyi embryos (see for example Ci-DPOZ and Ci-pem-8 segregation
in Fig. 4) (Shirae-Kurabayashi et al., 2006; Yamada, 2006).
We therefore examined the cell segregations of the two new
postplasmic/PEM RNAs (Ci-PSD and Ci-MnK) identiﬁed in our in situ
hybridization screen for transcripts with highly signiﬁcant xCACx
repeats in their 3′UTR (see precedent paragraph, Fig. 3). Although
these postplasmic/PEM RNAs are enriched in xCACx motifs, Ci-PSD
(like Ci-macho-1 and Ci-pem-1) is segregated in the B8.11 cells
(precursor of somatic cells) while Ci-MnK (like Ci-vasa) segregates in
8.11 as well as B8.12 blastomeres precursor of germ cells (Figs. 3D and
F). We also examined the cell segregations of several postplasmic/PEM
RNAs for which such information was lacking (Table 1) using
ﬂuorescent in situ hybridization localizations at neurula and tailbud
stages. Unfortunately, we could not always determine unambiguously
their cell destination. This was due either to weak signals or
interfering zygotic expression.
Somatic and germ cells segregation seems however to be a
pertinent classiﬁcation for many known postplasmic/PEM RNAs in
Ciona (Table 1). Thus 20 postplasmic/PEM RNAs are segregated only in
B8.11 somatic cells and 11 are also in B8.12 blastomeres, precursor of
germ cells. Only 8 postplasmic/PEM RNAs remain unclassiﬁed
(question mark in Table 1).
Some postplasmic/PEM RNAs are associated with cER and others
with granules
An important question is whether maternal RNAs localized/
anchored to distinct cortical structures (ER, granules or cytoskeletal
elements) are segregated in different cells during early development.
Ascidians eggs and embryos are well-suited to tackle such a question
because it is possible to determine the anchorage of postplasmic/PEM
RNAs to cortical structures using high-resolution imaging of these
RNAs in oocytes as well as in cortical fragments isolated from them.
We found that the quality of high-resolution imaging of postplasmic/
PEM RNAs was much better in P. mammillata than in C. intestinalis. We
therefore cloned several key postplasmic/PEM RNAs in Phallusia (Pm-
macho-1, Pm-pem-1, Pm-POPK-1, Pm-pem-3, and Pm-vasa) to analyze
anchorage of these RNAs to cortical structures (Table 1).
As shown in Fig. 5A, Pm-macho-1, detected using in situ
hybridization and a classical colorimetric precipitation method,
shows the characteristic postplasmic/PEM RNAs vegetal localization2 (germinal) blastomeres at neurula and tailbud stages of C. intestinalis. (A) Ci-DPOZ is
l region of the tailbud tail (arrowheads). Smaller spots are due to background nuclear
posterior region of the neurula (arrowheads), two different confocal planes of the same
region of the tail (arrowheads).
Fig. 5. Cortical localization of Pm-macho-1, Pm-pem-1, Pm-vasa, Pm-POPK-1 and Pm-pem-3 during early development of P. mammillata. (A) In situ hybridization of Pm-macho-1
using the colorimetric precipitation method. Pm-macho-1 (arrowheads) shows the characteristic postplasmic/PEM RNAs vegetal localization signal in the cortex of non-fertilized egg
(NF). After fertilization Pm-macho-1 is relocalized in the vegetal contraction pole (CP). Between meiosis completion and mitosis, Phallusia eggs exhibit a characteristic transient
vegetal protrusion called the vegetal button (VB) where Pm-macho-1 is concentrated. During nuclear migration and before mitosis, Pm-macho-1 is relocalized in the posterior pole
(Post). At ﬁrst cleavage, Pm-macho-1 is partitioned symmetrically in the posterior pole of the 2 ﬁrst blastomeres (pre-CAB), and further compacted into the CAB of the 8 cell stage
embryo. (B) Pm-macho-1 (green) detected using ﬂuorescent in situ hybridization where mitochondria are immuno-labeled (Mito, in magenta). The meiotic chromosomes (DNA) are
in blue. Pm-macho-1 (arrowheads) forms an almost continuous thin layer lining the vegetal cortex of the non-fertilized egg (NF) (Scale bar: 30 μm). Pm-macho-1 is then
concentrated in the contraction pole (CP) after fertilization and in the CAB of the 8 cell stage embryo (Scale bar: 15 μm). (C) Pm-vasa (green, arrowheads) is detected in granules.
Although vasa-positive granules are found throughout the cytoplasm a signiﬁcant number of granules are present along the vegetal cortex of the non-fertilized egg (NF). Pm-vasa is
then concentrated in the contraction pole (CP) and in the CAB. (D) High-magniﬁcation/resolution views of vegetal cortical regions of non-fertilized eggs (NF). Pm-macho-1 and Pm-
vasa (green, arrowheads) are localized between the plasma membrane and the mitochondria-rich myoplasm (Mito, in magenta). Pm-macho-1 forms a thin layer lining the vegetal
cortex whereas Pm-vasa is in granular structures. (E, F, G) Non-fertilized eggs (NF) showing Pm-pem-1 (E), Pm-POPK-1 (F) and Pm-pem-3 (G) localizations in the vegetal cortex
(green, arrowheads). Pm-POPK-1 and Pm-pem-3 positive granules line the vegetal cortex and are also detected in cytoplasm. Pm-pem-1 shows no signiﬁcant signal in the cytoplasm.
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1 is concentrated in the vegetal contraction pole (CP) and during
mitosis it is relocalized in the posterior pole as in other ascidian
species. Between the end of meiosis andmitosis, Phallusia eggs exhibit
a characteristic transient vegetal protrusion called the Vegetal Button
(VB) where Pm-macho-1 is concentrated. At ﬁrst cleavage, Pm-macho-
1 is partitioned symmetrically in the posterior pole of the 2 ﬁrst
blastomeres (pre-CAB region), and further compacted into the CAB
region of posterior vegetal blastomeres at the 8 cell stage embryo.
Using high-resolution ﬂuorescent immuno-in situ localization and
confocal microscopy, we could examine the relative dispositions of
postplasmic/PEM RNAs, the plasma membrane and the subcorticallayer of mitochondria (myoplasm). As shown in Fig. 5, Pm-macho-1
(Fig. 5B) and Pm-pem-1 (Fig. 5E) form an almost continuous thin layer
lining the vegetal cortex of oocytes without signiﬁcant presence in the
cytoplasm. From our previous studies of cER (Prodon et al., 2005;
Sardet et al., 2003), the localization of Pm-macho-1 and Pm-pem-1 in
the vegetal cortex is suggestive of their association with the cER
network lining the plasma membrane in the vegetal hemisphere (Fig.
5D). In contrast, in oocytes, Pm-vasa (Figs. 5C and D) is clearly
detected in granular structures (we refer to these granular structures
as “granules” in this paper). Although these vasa-positive granules are
found throughout the cytoplasm a signiﬁcant number of granules line
up against the vegetal cortex and are concentrated in the CP and CAB
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also found in granules which in part accumulate along the vegetal
cortex.
Since Pm-vasa (Fig. 5C) and Ci-vasa (Fig. 1M) are concentrated
in the oocyte cortex and in the vegetal contraction pole which
forms just after fertilization (see ﬁrst paragraph), we can conclude
that vasa, like most of the other postplasmic/PEM RNAs is a type I
postplasmic/PEM RNAs in Phallusia as in Ciona. Finally, like their
homologues in C. intestinalis, we observe that Pm-macho-1 and Pm-
pem-1 segregate into B8.11 somatic cells (Figs. 6A and C) whereas
Pm-vasa, Pm-pem-3 and Pm-POPK-1 are also detected in B8.12
blastomeres precursor of germ cells (Figs. 6B, D and E, these results
are summarized in Table 1).
We examined many cortical fragments isolated from Phallusia
oocytes to further determine the cortical anchorage of postplasmic/
PEM RNAs (Figs. 7A to C). Pm-macho-1 and Pm-pem-1 are clearly
associated with the cER network which remains attached to the
plasma membrane in isolated cortical fragments. This deﬁnes the
cER-mRNA domain as previously reported for macho-1 (in Halo-
cynthia) and pem-1 (in Ciona and Halocynthia) (Prodon et al.,
2005; Sardet et al., 2003). Our high-resolution observations of
RNAs localization together with cER lipids (labeled with DiIC16
(3)) or with ribosomes associated with the cER (labeled with P-S6
235/236 antibody) reveal that Pm-macho-1 and Pm-pem-1 RNAsFig. 6. Pm-macho-1 and Pm-pem-1 are segregated in B8.11 cells (somatic line) whereas Pm
line) (A) Pm-macho-1 is segregated in B8.11 cells, shown here in a neurula and in a tailbud
posterior region of the neurula (arrowheads), two confocal planes of the same neurula are
(arrowheads). (C–E) Posterior regions of neurulas showing Pm-pem-1 (C) signal in B8.11 cell
in the same region) and Pm-POPK-1 (E, 2 focal planes in the same region) are detected in bare situated on the cER network in the vegetal hemisphere of the
oocytes (Fig. 7D to F). In contrast to Pm-pem-1 and Pm-macho-1,
associated with the cER network in isolated cortical fragments, Pm-
vasa is detected in large granules which adhere to the vegetal part
of isolated cortical fragments prepared from oocytes (Fig. 7G). Like
Pm-vasa, Pm-pem-3 and Pm-POPK-1 are associated with similar
granules (Figs. 7H and I).
To further investigate the association of vasa-like postplasmic/
PEM RNAs with granules and macho-1-like postplasmic/PEM RNAs
with the cER-mRNA domain we carefully examined the localizations
of Pm-macho-1, Pm-pem-1, Pm-POPK-1, Pm-pem-3 and Pm-vasa
immediately after meiosis completion (25 min post-fertilization)
when the transient “vegetal button” protrusion (VB) forms (Figs. 5A
and 8). We reported previously that the VB contains the vegetal cER
accumulation wrapped around an aggregation of electron-dense
granules–the vegetal body–which we suggested might represent a
sort of ascidian “germ plasm” or “nuage” material (Roegiers et al.,
1999). Fluorescent in situ hybridizations of Pm-macho-1, Pm-pem-1,
Pm-POPK-1, Pm-pem-3, Pm-vasa made at this critical stage reveal
that Pm-pem-1 and Pm-macho-1 form a reticulated layer at the
periphery of the VB (corresponding to the position of the cER-
mRNA domain, Figs. 8A and C). In contrast, Pm-vasa, Pm-POPK-1 and
Pm-pem-3 appear to form granules which are not localized at the VB
periphery but are principally located in the interior and at the neck-vasa, Pm-pem-3 and Pm-POPK-1 are segregated into both B8.11 and B8.12 cells (germ
embryo (arrowheads). (B) Pm-vasa is segregated in B8.11 and also in B8.12 cells in the
shown. In tailbud, Pm-vasa is detected in B8.12 cells in the ventral region of the tail
s (no signal was detected at the position of the B8.12 cells). Pm-pem-3 (D, 2 focal planes
oth B8.11/B8.12 cells.
Fig. 7. Pm-macho-1 and Pm-pem-1 anchorage to the cER-mRNA domain; and Pm-vasa, Pm-pem-3 and Pm-POPK-1 anchorage to granular structures (A) Pm-macho-1
(arrowheads) vegetal signal in the cortex of non-fertilized egg (NF, a: animal and v: vegetal) using in situ hybridization and colorimetric precipitation method (left, see Fig. 5A
for details) or ﬂuorescent ampliﬁcation method (right, see Fig. 5B for details). (B) Pm-vasa (arrowheads) vegetal signal in the cortex of non-fertilized egg: in situ hybridization
and colorimetric precipitation method (left) or ﬂuorescent ampliﬁcation method (right, see Fig. 5C for details). (C) Schematic drawing of a non-fertilized egg and the
corresponding isolated cortex showing the endoplasmic reticulum (ER, in red) lining the vegetal cortex. Meiotic chromosomes are represented in blue. (D) Isolated cortical
fragment from a non-fertilized egg (NF cortex) showing the vegetal polarization of Pm-macho-1 (in green; a: animal and v: vegetal; scale bar: 20 μm) and its colocalization
(“coloc”, in yellow: arrowheads) with the cortical endoplasmic reticulum (ER, in red, labeled with CM-DiI (C16)3) (scale bar: 2 μm). (E) Isolated cortical fragment from a
non-fertilized egg showing Pm-macho-1 colocalization (in yellow: arrowheads) with ribosomes (Ribos, in red, P-S6 235/236 antibody) on the cortical endoplasmic reticulum. (F)
Pm-pem-1 colocalization (arrowheads) with ribosomes on the cortical endoplasmic reticulum. Note that Pm-pem-1 is excluded from cytoplasmic endoplasmic reticulum (also
labelled with ribosomes) situated outside the cortical fragment (arrow). (G) Pm-vasa is detected in large granules (arrowheads) which adhere to the vegetal region of isolated
cortical fragments prepared from non-fertilized egg. Some of these Pm-vasa positive granules partially overlap the cortical endoplasmic reticulum (ER). (H, I) Like Pm-vasa, Pm-
pem-3 (H) and Pm-POPK-1 (I) are associated with granules (arrowheads) retained on isolated cortical fragments; cortical endoplasmic reticulum is labelled with CM-DiI (C16)3
(ER) or for ribosomes (Ribos).
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the electron dense granular material in the center of the VB that we
previously identiﬁed using electron microscopy.These very high-resolution observations of vegetal buttons (Fig.
8) and those made using isolated cortical fragments (Fig. 7)
reinforce the notion that postplasmic/PEM RNAs belong to at least
Fig. 8. Pm-macho-1, Pm-pem-1 (cER) and Pm-vasa, Pm-pem-3, Pm-POPK-1 (granules) display different localization proﬁles in the transient vegetal button (VB) structure. (A) Pm-
macho-1 is localized in a reticulated layer at the periphery of the VB (arrowheads). (B) Pm-vasa is in granules localized in the interior and neck of the VB (arrowheads). (C) As
observed for Pm-macho-1, Pm-pem-1 forms a reticulated layer at the periphery of the VB (arrowheads). (D, E) As observed for Pm-vasa, Pm-POPK-1 (D) and Pm-pem-3 (E) are in
granules which are located in the interior and neck of the VB (arrowheads).
107A. Paix et al. / Developmental Biology 336 (2009) 96–1112 cortical categories: those anchored to the cER (macho-1-like) and
those present in granules (vasa-like).
Discussion
Two categories of postplasmic/PEM RNAs based on cortical anchorage
and cell type segregation
Using permeabilized whole oocytes, eggs and embryos and
non-permeabilized isolated cortical fragments which allow very
high-resolution ﬂuorescent immuno-in situ localization of RNAs,
proteins and membranes, we have carefully imaged a wide array of
maternal postplasmic/PEM RNAs in Phallusia and Ciona.
The results obtained using high-resolution imaging (Figs. 1 and
5), together with a microarray analysis of RNAs retained in
isolated cortical fragments (Fig. 2), lead us to conclude that all
postplasmic/PEM RNAs examined in Ciona and Phallusia (with the
possible exception of Ci-raf1 and Ci-LAG1-like3) are localized in the
vegetal cortex of the oocyte and/or concentrated in the vegetal
contraction pole of just-activated egg (Table 1), a characteristic of
type I postplasmic/PEM RNAs. Even Ci-vasa which was originally
classiﬁed as type II (slowly accumulating in the cortex after
fertilization) (Fujimura and Takamura, 2000) is a type I postplas-
mic/PEM RNA.
Therefore most if not all postplasmic/PEM RNAs are in fact type I in
Ciona and Phallusia. It is possible that the original type I/type II
distinction may reﬂect a limitation of in situ hybridization sensitivity,
or that type II postplasmic/PEM RNAs only exist in evolutionarilydistant species such as Halocynthia where this distinction was
originally made (Sasakura et al., 2000).
We propose that a classiﬁcation of postplasmic/PEM RNAs in
Ciona and Phallusia can be made based on their segregation in B8.11
(macho-1-like) (Yamada, 2006) or in both B8.11 and B8.12
blastomeres (vasa-like) (Shirae-Kurabayashi et al., 2006) (Table 1,
Figs. 4 and 6) . It makes good sense that vasa a classical “marker” of
germ cells (Raz, 2000) and pem-3, a putative homologue of a Cae-
norhabditis elegans gene (MEX3) important for germ cell determina-
tion (Ciosk et al., 2006; Satou, 1999), are inherited by B8.12
blastomeres shown to be the precursors of germ cells (PGCs)
(Shirae-Kurabayashi et al., 2006; Yamada, 2006).
We could further reﬁne the classiﬁcation of postplasmic/PEM RNAs
based on very high-resolution localizations on isolated cortical
fragments, a method which systematically works well using Phallusia.
Using this approach we demonstrate that postplasmic/PEM RNAs
are physically anchored to the isolated oocyte cortex via at least 2
types of sub-cellular structures (Fig. 7). Pm-macho-1 and Pm-pem-1
are clearly associated with a sub-domain of the cER we have called
the cER-mRNA domain (Prodon et al., 2005; Sardet et al., 2005;
2003), while Pm-vasa, Pm-POPK-1 and Pm-pem-3 are located in
granules which adhere to the isolated cortex. Although we do not
know whether Pm-vasa, Pm-POPK-1 and Pm-pem-3 are localized in
the same type of granules we think this is most likely and suggest
that these granules are probably ascidian germ granules. Our
observations of the distribution of postplasmic/PEM RNAs in the
transient vegetal button protrusion (Fig. 8) are consistent with the
notion that Pm-macho-1 and Pm-pem-1 are associated with the cER
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associated Pm-vasa, Pm-POPK-1 and Pm-pem-3.
Putting together these observations, we propose that there are at
least 2 categories of postplasmic/PEM RNAs based on their cortical
anchorage: (1) cortically localized RNAs (macho-1-like) associated
with the cER-mRNA domain which would segregate into B8.11
blastomeres. (2) Cortically localized RNAs (vasa-like) associated
with granules which partition in both B8.11 (somatic) and B8.12
(germ) cell lines. Although electron microscopy studies would help
further identify the exact nature of these granular structures, we think
they are likely to represent germ granules.
Provided that it is still possible to increase the sensitivity of
detection and signal to noise ratio for the least abundant postplasmic/
PEM RNAs and to master high-resolution localization in isolated
cortical fragment from Ciona oocytes, we hope it will be possible to
classify most postplasmic/PEM RNAs into these 2 categories. We of
course cannot exclude that there are additional categories althoughwe
have not yet observed localization patterns suggesting that they exist.
cER and granules-associated postplasmic/PEM RNAs: from oocytes
to tadpoles
Our observations in Ciona and Phallusia indicate that there are at
least 2 categories of postplasmic/PEM RNAs based on their distinct
subcellular anchorage (granules or cER) and cell destinations (in both
B8.12/B8.11 blastomeres or in B8.11 only). This allows revisiting the
behavior of these RNAs from the oocyte stage to their segregation into
somatic (B8.11) and germ cell precursor lines (B8.12) in gastrula,
neurula, and tadpole stages.
Based on complementary observations made using Ciona and
Phallusia, we can propose a scenario for the polarization of postplas-
mic/PEM RNAs and their segregation into different cell lines (Fig. 9).
Although speculative, our proposed scheme will help to interpret
experiments and design new ones. Several steps can be proposed:
(1) In oocytes, postplasmic/PEM RNAs are polarized along the
animal/vegetal axis (Prodon et al., 2007; Yamada, 2006) and are
anchored to the vegetal cortex via at least 2 kind of structures:
the cER-mRNAdomain (formacho-1-like RNAs) or granules (for
vasa-like RNAs). It is probable that these granules are vegetally
localized during oocyte maturation when the primary animal–
vegetal axis is determined. It is likely to take place as a
consequence of microﬁlament-mediated cortical and cytoplas-
mic ﬂows which we have shown polarize the cER network and
themitochondria- rich subcorticalmyoplasmalong the animal–
vegetal axis during oocyte maturation (Prodon et al., 2006;
2008). We do not know yet how these vasa-positive granules
anchor to the vegetal cortex. They may be tethered to the cER
network, to microﬁlaments or to the plasma membrane which
are the 3 major constituents of the isolated ascidian oocyte
cortex (Sardet et al., 2002; 1992) (Fig. 9A).
(2) At fertilization the microﬁlament-driven cortical contraction
concentrates the cER-mRNA domain and associated postplas-
mic/PEM (such as macho-1) in the vegetal contraction pole
(CP) (Prodon et al., 2005; Roegiers et al., 1999). We suppose
that germ granules also follow this cortical reorganization and
concentrate in the CP. The granules are probably dragged by the
microﬁlament-driven capping of the cER network (Fig. 9B).
(3) At the end of meiosis when the vegetal button (VB) transiently
forms (Roegiers et al., 1999), the cER-mRNA domain wraps
around the germ granules domain. Both domains are then
moved posteriorly. This large translocation is driven by
microtubules nucleated by the paternal centrosome which
moves with respect to the vegetal/posterior cortex (Chiba et
al., 1999; Prodon et al., 2005; Roegiers et al., 1999) (Fig. 9C).(4) During early cleavages, the intermixed granular and cER-mRNA
domains in the posterior pole are inherited by 2 posterior
vegetal blastomeres (B4.1) and compacted into the centrosome
attracting body (CAB). The granular and cER-mRNA domains
and associated postplasmic/PEM RNAs are segregated into the
smaller posterior cells generated by 3 successive unequal
cleavages (B7.6 lineage) mediated by the CAB (Nishida, 2005;
Nishikata et al., 1999; Patalano et al., 2006; Prodon et al., 2005)
(Fig. 9D).
(5) At gastrulation, an additional unequal cleavage of each B7.6
blastomere generates 2 cells (B8.11 and B8.12) which are
located in the tail of the tadpole (Shirae-Kurabayashi et al.,
2006). We hypothesize that some of the putative germ
granules (containing vasa, POPK-1 and pem-3 RNAs) leave the
cER-mRNA domain to go into B8.12 blastomeres precursors of
the germ cells. Some of the granules still remain in B8.11
somatic cells together with the cER-mRNA domain retaining
macho-1 and pem-1 RNAs (Yamada, 2006). Granules re-
localization could either be due to cell cycle driven changes
in the interaction between granules and the cERwithin the CAB
or could result from cortical contraction of the posterior B7.6
blastomeres during unequal cleavage which takes place during
gastrulation to generate B8.11 and B8.12 cells (Shirae-
Kurabayashi et al., 2006). We cannot exclude that a yet
unknown component of the B7.6 cell speciﬁcally binds granules
released from the CAB ensuring their segregation in B8.12 cells.
This may be a nuclear membrane-associated component as
suggested by studies of vasa in Halocynthia GV stage oocytes
(Prodon et al., 2009). After this last unequal cleavage, the B8.12
germ cells divide symmetrically (Shirae-Kurabayashi et al.,
2006), a behavior which bears resemblances with what has
been observed with vasa segregation and PGCs formation in
zebraﬁsh embryos (Knaut et al., 2000). In the tadpole, post-
plasmic/PEM RNAs in B8.12 cells such as vasa exhibit a
perinuclear localization. At metamorphosis, B8.12 germ cell
descendants move toward the anterior of the tadpole and
localize in the gonad of the ascidian juvenile (Shirae-Kura-
bayashi et al., 2006). In contrast, the role of small B8.11 somatic
cells which in the juvenile localize near the gut wall remains
enigmatic as is the function of the numerous postplasmic/PEM
RNAs which segregate in these cells (Fig. 9E).
This scheme may bear some resemblance with that envisioned for
vegetally localized maternal RNAs in Xenopus. Two classes of localized
RNAs have been identiﬁed in Xenopus, the early pathway RNAs which
are initially localized in the ER-rich mitochondrial cloud which
repositions in the vegetal cortex, and late pathway RNAs which are
localized in the vegetal cortex during the re-localization of the early
pathway RNAs (King et al., 2005). Early and late pathway RNAs are
implicated in somatic (Vg1) and germ cell fate (Xcat-2), respectively.
Xcat-2 is localized in the ER-rich mitochondrial cloud by an ER
entrapmentmechanism (Chang et al., 2004) and is later found in germ
granules lining the vegetal cortex. Based on its association with Vera
protein, Vg1 has been proposed to be associated with ER (Deshler et
al., 1998; 1997). Therefore, in ascidians as in Xenopus, association of
vegetally localized RNAs with different sub-cellular structures (ER or
germ granules/plasm) may lead to different cellular destinations.
In search of new postplasmic/PEM RNAs and “RNA codes” for cortical
localization, anchorage and cell type segregation
Deﬁning categories of postplasmic/PEM RNAs anchored to the
same subcellular structures are a prerequisite if we want to under-
stand “RNA codes” which determine localization, anchorage and
segregation of RNAs in different cell types. Whereas localization
(transport to the cortex) is difﬁcult to study in ascidian oocytes
Fig. 9. Schematic representation of the localization, anchorage, relocalization and cell type distribution of postplasmic/PEM RNAs: macho-1-type (yellow stars associated with cER)
and vasa-type (blue dots ﬁguring granules) RNAs are shown during critical stages of ascidian development (P. mammillata). Boxes in the right column represent enlarged views of
boxed areas on left column. They show regions of the vegetal cortex of an oocyte, the contraction pole (CP), the vegetal button (VB), the centrosome attracting body (CAB) and the
B8.11/B8.12 cells in which postplasmic/PEM RNAs are segregated. Mitochondria-rich myoplasm is shown in green and endoplasmic reticulum in red.
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2006), mature oocytes of ascidians are a favorable model to study
cortical anchorage of RNAs for 3 reasons. First there exist a large
population of cortical RNAs (39 postplasmic/PEM so far in Ciona) that
can be classiﬁed according to their segregation in somatic only or
somatic and germ cells (Prodon et al., 2007; Shirae-Kurabayashi et al.,2006; Yamada, 2006), and by their anchorage to cER (macho-1-like
RNAs) or granules (vasa-like RNAs). Second, homologues of cortically
localized postplasmic/PEM RNAs with widely different non-translated
regions can be characterized, classiﬁed and compared in a half dozen
ascidians genus separated by millions of years of evolution (Ciona,
Phallusia, Halocynthia, Boltenia, Molgula) (Brown and Swalla, 2007;
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Sasakura and Makabe, 2002; Yamada, 2006). Third, there is evidence
that heterologous RNAs localize properly to the posterior cortex when
injected (RNA from C. savignyi injected in C. intestinalis for instance)
(Yamada, 2006). These evo-devo approaches should allow the analysis
of a large number of comparable RNAs, a rare opportunity among
developmental models.
In this paper, we provide a ﬁrst element of understanding of a
postplasmic/PEM RNA code. In ascidians (urochordates), as in Xeno-
pus (a vertebrate) (Betley et al., 2002), xCACx repeats in the 3′UTR
regions are a representative feature of many postplasmic/PEM RNAs.
We show that this signature can be used to ﬁnd new localized RNAs
since we identiﬁed 2 new postplasmic/PEM RNAs (Ci-PSD and Ci-
MnK) using this strategy (Fig. 3). Since xCACx repeats are found in 3′
UTR of postplasmic/PEM RNAs segregated in B8.11 or B8.11/B8.12
cells, xCACx repeats in themselves cannot be used to predict the type
of cortical anchorage or the type of cell in which postplasmic/PEM
RNAs segregate (see Table 1). It is possible that xCACx repeats are part
of a common RNA motif involved in the localization of postplasmic/
PEM RNAs to the vegetal cortex and CAB region. In Xenopus, xCACx
repeats are found in 3′UTR regions of RNAs segregated in somatic or in
germ cells (Betley et al., 2002). These repeats may also be implicated
in the ER entrapment of Xcat-2 (Chang et al., 2004) although its re-
localization in granules seems to depend on other 3′UTR sequence
element (Kloc et al., 2002a).
It has been previously observed that 3′UTRs of several Halo-
cynthia postplasmic/PEM RNAs exhibit multiple regions (from 9 to
25 nucleotides in length) rich in U (around 70%) and containing UG
di-nucleotide repeats. These sequences have been implicated in
postplasmic/PEM RNAs localizing and have been named UGRE for
“UG di-nucleotide Repetitive Element” (Sasakura and Makabe,
2002). However, this UGRE 3′ UTR motif is unlikely to participate
in the segregation of postplasmic/PEM RNAs in germ or somatic cells
since this motif has been reported to exist in 2 RNAs (Hr-wnt-5 and
Hr-POPK-1) which presumably segregate in different cell types.
Extensive bioinformatics studies of RNA folding/pairings and
comparisons of a large number of postplasmic/PEM RNAs segregated
in B8.11 or B8.12/B8.11 cells in different ascidian species may
represent an approach to “crack the RNA code” implicated in
anchoring postplasmic/PEMs RNAs to cortical structures and promot-
ing their segregation into somatic or germ cells.
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